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12-Jul 11-Jul Chg 12-Jul 11-Jul Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 12,241.92      12,279.77   -0.31%   RM/USD 4.1130       4.1152        -0.05%

  FBM KLCI 1,669.45        1,679.26     -0.58%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 11,844.25      11,892.89   -0.41%   CPO/tonne (RM) 1,944.00    1,941.00     0.15%

  DJIA 27,332.03      27,088.08   0.90%   Oil/barrel (US$) 60.21          60.20           0.02%

  S&P 500 3,013.77        2,999.91     0.46%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,415.75    1,403.74     0.86%

  NASDAQ 8,244.15        8,196.04     0.59%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 568.00       572.00        -0.70%
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Corporate News 

 

SAT Systematization signs direct supply agreement with Rieter for better margin 

AT Systematization has signed an agreement to manufacture and supply high quality machined components to 
subsidiaries of Swiss company Rieter Machine Works. The agreement is for a 3-year period with an automatic extension 
for a further year, includes aluminium profiles to be used in Rieter’s textile machines. The basic purchase agreement 
(BPA) was signed between its wholly-owned AT Precision Tooling and Rieter Machine Works Ltd, which replaces its 
prior arrangement with Rieter.  (Source: The Edge) 

Daya Materials defaults on AmBank payment, bringing total debt to RM1.1m 
Daya Materials has defaulted on additional payments to AmBank amounting to RM835 483, bringing its total debt to 
the bank to RM1.11m. Its subsidiary Daya CMT SB had defaulted on the payment which was due last 5th July, in relation 
to banking facilities granted by AmBank to the company. Its failure to pay for the banking facilities was due to Daya 
CMT's cash flow constraints that have caused the company to not being able to pay its payment obligations to Ambank 
in a timely manner.. (Source: The Edge) 

MMC accepts MoF’s offer to take over SMART 
MMC has accepted the offer by MoF to acquire the group’s 50% equity interest in Syarikat Mengurus Air Banjir & 
Terowong for RM184.5m cash. The takeover is part of Putrajaya’s offer to take over 4 tolled highway concessionaires 
under Gamuda and Litrak for RM6.2bn. Syarikat Mengurus Air Banjir & Terowong is the concession of the Stormwater 
Management and Road Tunnel (SMART), is a unit of Projek SMART Holdings SB. Projek SMART Holdings is a 50:50 JV 
between MMC Corp and Gamuda. (Source: The Edge) 

Seacera defaults again — this time on RM31.82m SME Bank loan 
Seacera has defaulted on another loan, this time to the tune of RM31.82m owed to SME Bank. SME Bank will 
commence legal action against Seacera, including winding up proceedings, if it fails to settle the debt. The company is 
currently seeking legal advice and any material development will be announced in due course. The money owed 
represents the total amount outstanding and due payable under the Bank Guarantee (Kafalah) and Commodity 
Murabahah Revolving Financing-i (CMRF-i), which was owed by Seacera’s 20% associate firm SPAZ SB to SME Bank. At 
the beginning of the year, Seacera had planned 2 fund-raising exercises to pare down its debts, including a private 
placement. (Source: The Edge) 

Tasek's shareholders get more time on takeover offer 
The closing time and date for acceptance of the unconditional voluntary takeover offer from HL Cement SB and Ridge 
Star Ltd. to Tasek minority shareholders has been extended to 5pm on July 22 from July 9. Hong Leong Asia is the entity 
behind the takeover offer, reportedly involving a deal worth an estimated RM128m, based on the offer price of RM5.50 
for every ordinary share as well as the preference share. (Source: Bernama) 
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Barakah Offshore has found a white knight to aid its financial health 
Barakah Offshore Petroleum has found a white knight, Singapore’s Lecca, to revive its financial health. The firm has 
proposed a regularisation plan that includes disposal of a pipelay barge to Lecca, as well as a share capital reduction, 
share placements, plus debt settlements through the issue of redeemable unsecured loan stocks (RULS), after a total 
waiver of RM153.99m owed. (Source: The Edge) 

TDM clinches CPO supply deal with RM189m upfront payment 
TDM has secured a deal to supply 107,500 tonnes of CPO over a period of 43 months, that comes with an upfront 
RM189m payment. Its wholly-owned TDM Plantation SB inked the medium-term supply agreement with Ikhasas CPO SB 
for the supply of 2,500 tonnes of CPO and/or RSPO-certified CPO per month. (Source: The Edge) 

Mestron signs MoU to grow telecommunication infrastructure business 
Mestron’s subsidiary Mestron Engineering SB signed today a MoU with Platinum Core Solutions SB(PCS) to explore a JV 
involving the conversion of telecommunication signals to boost Internet speed. The MOU expresses the intention of 
Mestron Engineering and PCS to explore the collaboration in providing a centralised system for a base-band unit (BBU) 
that convert cellular base-band signals into radio frequency signals (centralised BBU system) to licensed network 
service providers in Malaysia. (Source: The Edge) 

London Biscuits falls into PN17 after default 
London Biscuits has become a Practice Note 17-company, according to the Main Market Listing Requirements of Bursa 
Malaysia Securities. The company triggered the prescribed criteria after it defaulted on a debt payment to Bank of Nova 
Scotia on July 3. The bank has also not been able to provide a solvency declaration to Bursa. (Source: The Edge) 

APFT signs business collaboration agreement with aircraft maintenance academy 
APFT will be pooling resources with aircraft maintenance academy Malaysian Aviation Training Academy SB (MATA) to 
form the largest training centre for aviation professionals in Malaysia. A memorandum of business collaboration 
agreement stated APFT and MATA will be sharing their resources and knowledge to facilitate the application of various 
licenses. (Source: The Edge) 
 

IJM Corp to seek ‘appropriate legal redress’ after losing RM1.12b LRT3 job 
IJM will seek “appropriate legal redress" after being terminated as the contractor for the underground package of the 
LRT3 project. IJMC received the notice of termination from the LRT3 turnkey contractor, MRCB George Kent SB 
(MRCBGK). The termination was due to the project being remodelled from a project delivery partnership (PDP) model 
to a fixed price contract model pursuant to the direction of the government. (Source: The Edge) 

Barakah Offshore surges in active trade on finding white knight 
Barakah surged 36.36% in active trade this morning after it found a white knight in Singapore firm Lecca to aid its 
financial health. Barakah rose 2 sen to 7.5 sen with 32.23m shares traded for a market capitalisation of RM62.68m. It 
has proposed to undergo a regularisation plan that will include a share capital reduction, disposal of a pipelay barge for 
RM88m, placements of shares to investors, as well as debt settlement schemes. (Source: The Edge) 

Asdion proposes RM30.76m share capital reduction 
Asdion’s board has proposed to undertake a capital reduction to cancel RM30.76m of its issued share capital, to 
eliminate the company's accumulated losses. The credit of RM30.76m arising from the exercise will be used to reduce 
the accumulated losses, while the surplus after the elimination will be used to set off any future losses, or other 
purposes deem fit. (Source: The Edge) 

TFP Solutions inks product co-branding deal with Tune Talk 
TFP has inked a product co-branding agreement with mobile virtual network operator Tune Talk SB. Its unit MBP 
Solutions SB has entered into the agreement with Tune Talk to promote and market the latter's product and services 
through TFP's co-branded mobile fintech product, OneCALL. OneCall targets the "un-banked" population in Malaysia, 
contains unique features such as remittance, virtual ATM, game PINS, Lifestyle tools, Bill Payments together with B40 
entrepreneur programme. (Source: The Edge) 
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PUC keen to become digital banking player 
PUC is keen to explore opportunities to participate in the digital or virtual banking business. The framework was more 
than 50% ready and on track to be launched by year end, with more than 10 parties having expressed interest to set up 
digital banks in the country. (Source: Bernama) 
 

Paramount to launch 4 projects worth RM783m GDV in 2H19 

Paramount is planning to launch 4 new projects with a combined estimated GDV of RM783m in 2H19. Most of its 
launches for this year have been pushed to 2H19 as the property market has been soft. Berkeley Uptown, Klang will 
have an estimated GDV of RM300m, while Rumah Selangorku in Kemuning Idaman and Sejati Lakeside at Cyberjaya will 
see estimated GDV of RM113m and RM130m respectively. (Source: The Edge) 

Media Prima proceeds with Vocket stake buy 
Media Prima’s indirect wholly-owned subsidiary Rev Asia is going ahead with its acquisition of a 52% stake in a Malay-
language digital news producer, which hit a legal hiccup in April. Rev Asia has signed a fresh agreement with the seller, 
Jaffa Sany Mohd Ariffin, to buy the controlling stake in The Vocket SB at an unchanged price of RM2.6m. (Source: The 
Edge) 

Eonmetall in JV for Klang land acquisition 
Eonmetall has formed a JV with 2 other companies to purchase a parcel of land measuring 420 acres in Klang, Selangor, 
for RM155.73m. The land is currently an oil palm plantation registered under Sime Darby Plantation SB. A JVco named 
Sinaran Seribumi SB was formed between its wholly-owned subsidiary Eonmetall Land SB, with Kapar Holding SB and 
Kapar Land SB. (Source: The Edge) 

MTD ACPI’s proposed acquisition of Putrajaya Perdana assets spurs speculation of possible RTO 
MTD ACPI Engineering has proposed to acquire 2 construction and property units from privately-held Putrajaya 
Perdana, prompting speculation that a reverse takeover by the latter could be in the offing further down the road. It is 
early days yet as only a Heads of Agreement (HoA) has been inked with Putrajaya Perdana and its wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Putra Perdana Development SB, for the acquisitions of Orangebeam Construction SB and Orangebeam 
Development SB. (Source: The Edge) 

MAHB's passenger traffic up 7.3% in June, boosted by Aidilfitri demand 
MAHB  airports registered a 7.3% yoy growth in passenger volume in June 2019 to 12.1m — the second highest after 
the historically peak month of December 2018. The high growth was partly spurred by higher demand in air travel due 
to the Aidilfitri and summer holidays that were also supported by the growth in airlines seat capacity for both the 
Malaysian airports and Istanbul Sabhina Gokcen International Airport (SGIA). (Source: The Edge) 
 

Malakoff takes over Khazanah’s stake in Saudi Arabia power, water plants for US$70m 
Malakoff is doubling its effective stake in Malaysian Shoaiba Consortium SB by taking over Khazanah’s 40% stake in the 
consortium. Malakoff inked a share sale agreement with Khazanah for the acquisition of Khazanah’s entire interest in 
wholly owned Desaru Investments (Cayman Isl) Ltd (DIL) for US$70m (RM288.08m), which Malakoff said is an 
immediate earnings-accretive transaction. (Source: The Edge) 

FGV to dispose of its unit in China for RM100m 
FGV inked an equity transfer agreement with Grand Industrial Holdings (GIH) to divest its 100% equity interest in FGV 
China Oils (FGVCO) for RMB165m (RM100m) in cash. The disposal is in line with its 3 year transformation plan to 
rationalise and divest its non-performing businesses and to focus on maximising returns from performing businesses. 
(Source: The Edge) 

Boustead aborts plan to buy land in Bukit Jalil for RM172.7m 
Boustead has aborted its plan to buy multiple pieces of leasehold commercial land totalling 10.74 acres in Bukit Jalil 
here for RM172.78m. The original plan was to develop the land into a mixed development with an estimated gross 
development value of RM333m. No reason was given for the termination of the SPA signed with its largest shareholder 
LTAT back in December 2016. (Source: The Edge) 
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Magna Prima partners PowerChina Construction to bid for EPC project 
Magna Prima is partnering PowerChina Construction to bid for an engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) 
contract for the third phase of a local project, involving PNB. Both parties signed a MoU to establish a consortium, 
which will collaborate and bid for the EPC contract for the Phase 3 development, including the negotiation and entering 
into related agreements with PNB, an exchange filing today showed. (Source: The Edge) 

Mudajaya to raise up to RM16.6m from private placement 
Mudajaya has proposed to raise up to RM16.6m via a private placement to repay part of its bank borrowings and to 
fund its working capital. The placement involves the issuance of up to 62.64m shares, representing 10% of the group’s 
total number of issued shares, to third party investors that have yet to be identified. (Source: The Edge) 
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